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S UTrHORs (Ryobyshkin• B, 8*

ITLEIO S )Deoond one of the noise figure of .a oamunLoation.@ ' "' "
system on. its dosign paramte.rs. .- '

Radiotelchnika, v.e, no. 6 706
* TEXT: , A communications, system (0ee .ig,,'l) consisting of
Ocactive elements Ti (cotv~ertors, amplifibnrg) and passive element$.'

(transmission lines and paths# inters.tao networks,, filt or

'networks* et*,) is considered. The. transfor •fUnetion of the 1

•. ystem is y and its overall inart.lm losme due' to the passive,:

v whtre. g is the. poV.r-onsortio loss ,..atrodud by a passive
oeement Ji and m is'theo nmnber 6f oelementals K > is the,
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power-amp2tication of the i-th active element. Under the

assumption that the noise introduced by each passive element is

idlhaAt * oach ac6'--lenem- -- t..- t. 1 -- pqt is- o4 I,

the nois* power at tho output of the system can be written ass,

'A." . .. K...*K. +_(e,+._!) T -goo.,: (4)

,.. •+ X a/l'' ' + .A..,.-.. + ' .
91 '". ,. - .

whore P is the noise power at -the input of the system. It is

seen from Eq. (4) that for XC = I (where." L w 1, 2, ... , n.) the

"noise figur• due to thea design 'i[ametsial a iaLMON. The,
system of Plg. la can be simply represeated by that, o PFig. '16
under these conditions. The expression for the output noise:As
differentiated with respect to K. and a and it is tonid that.
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"+the minimum noie.figVre caj.be expressed Bs 2

'n In - -",- " + (T2
% i n " _ _,_ _ _ _, _ I nj ( i).

a a Ko ,max, K I.0 ,l .

where. K -P /(p + .r ' e . . th permissibl i.

output power. For the case when P = P,. K.1 and

y = 1 , it is found that the minimum noise figure is achieved when
the transmission system is divided into equal sections in which
the insertion lose of the passive elements and the gain of the
active elements are equal to • =. 2.71 ; 'the number of active
plus passive pairs is m = in G , The'noIs'figure for. 1" and
K max - 1 for any w is given by:

.-( o -1a/. (l~l•N + + TPp \ P
a
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This expression permits evaluation of the deviation of the no'-.&*
figure from the optimum value. There are 6 figures.
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